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Preface

This is a training ;ragman designed to alacate students and individuals
in the importance of conserving energy and to provide for devaloping alcills
needid in the appLication of energy-saving techniqms that result in energy"
Meant kuili.inge.

Upon imcceseful cogaletica of this course of instruction, a etuikat will
be able to perms at the job entry level.

Alternatives are provided in this program to anal for
instructice in energy-saving methods and procedures, or for with
coms--tactain courses. It say also be used for self-peoed

_ a.M

110

. ,

limn used in the classical, the Imit can be integrated with the building
construction curriculum, or it can be taught separately.

A teacher wide and !Went worlook are available to acylament the basic
=was. The rem= ;a person skald consult the teaches guide and folkw
procedures given therein.

The material is divided into three parts:

PAW UtEERBTAMMG AHD PRICITCING DERN OCOVERVATION DI
zunimits.

PAPS Ms 111313114121314G Male dtP fl MET Qt GAMED DI A
BUIWING

PAW THREE: DIJEFICHDIG le= PRACTICES AM MST amine Ati)
DIRALLDIG 10TERIAIE.

1 2
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Introduction

Almost everyone is are of the
increasing rate of energy use and the
rapid decline in roar-renesoble resources
(Figure 1) . They agree that annexing
should be done to conserve energy, but
they are uncertain about what to do.

RENEWABLE
ENERGY
RESOURCES

11111111111111111111111111111\.

1700 1800 1900 2000

FIGURE 1. The world supply of nonrenew-
able energy resources is declining
rapidly.

Ike many tines have you }nerd someone
say, NI loaf I should be saving energy,
but I an not sure how to go about. it.
And besides, what little energy I could
save would be so insignificant, it
wouldn't count.* The truth is that the

small mount each person saves is
The ally way a great amount

energy can be saved is for miaow to
mike a =carted effort to camera as
such energy as possible.

A good place to start is in your base.
About one fourth of the energy ozemersa
in the Milted States is used in Woes
(Figure 2). Another 14% is creuswed in
commercial buildings.

ENERGY CONSUMPTIONU.S.A.

FIGURE 2. Approximately 24% of energy

consumed in the United States is used in
homes and 14% in commercial buildings.

13



200 BARRELS
PER YEAR

35 BARRELS
PER YEAR

5011ARRELS
PER YEA

:A/1
20 BARRELS

PER YEAR

FIGURE 3. Two buildings may look alike, but one may be much more energy
efficient than the other.

The average !me in the United States
toes about 35 barrels (equivalent) of
crude oil per year. With proper comer-
vatica practices, it is possible to reduce
this commutation by at least 15 barrels
per year. tealtiply 15 barrels times 90
million tames in the United States and
you see that more than 3. billion barrels
(equivalent) of oil can be saved per
year. Similar results are passible with
cramorcial buildings.

That the question arises, "lbw does
cue save energy in a home or a building?"
It is true that you cam* bell by looking
at a structure whether it is energy
efficient (Figure 3). The answer lies
in proper design and construction, equip -
- ut selection and installation an, the
cseration of the building.

These and other factors are explained
in this course. Are you have mastered
the techniques, you will not only lava
what to (la to save energeb but taw to do
t. may be able to do your ots--="-

Eilding an, help others as well.

12

You may with to engage in the business
of building cc retrofitting homes and Aft
buildings for energy efficiency. A
pence oho is eidlled in the ccustruction
aid repair of muggy-efficient harms aid
buildings is much in demand. The
material in this program will help you
prepare for such a jab (Figure 4

FIGURE 4. Building and retrofitting
energy-efficient homes and small
buildings is good business.

t. 14



This training program is divided into PARE IND: DRISENINDG MIMIC CI
three puts. They are as follows BERM ION OR GUM IN

A ZING0 PAW Ctes IRCIRRDICING Ate PINCH=
NNW CONSPRVATXti DI PAP!: TWEE: DEIERMLEMIO MICR PRACTICES
BIDIDINGS ARE !CST imam Ate

DD SYNNITALS
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Part I

Understanding and Practicing
Energy Conservation in Buildings

Understanding the importance of saving
enemy and ways to conform in buildings
are explained nudes the following
headings:

I. Understanding the Imortanoe of
Energy.

U. Developing a Concern for
Cbneerving Energy.

III. Understanding the Use of Energy
in Buildings.

IV. care and Maintentuce of Energy-
Efficient lh.diclings.

V. Developing Energy-Saving Habits.

1. Understanding the Importance of Energy

How rawly tines each day are you
lxabarded with the tea "energy?"
*Energy* is an the tips of our tongues- -
the topic of everyday craversaticn. It
is blasted fran the television sets and
printed in books, nom papers and
magazines. lawny is needid for life.
It absys has beet. It is energy that
is essential to the basic necessities of
life: food, shelter, and clothing
(Pigoire 5).

FIGURE 5. Energy is essential to the
basic necessities of life.

16
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In recent years, dependence on energy
has immersed. Our modern technological
society demands more than the tonic
necessities of life. Sane of those
demands are ,COnvenience _pcarafort healthand recreaticta107Fo eey
to pa.-ifiT.:cefer for iniustrial#ation,
mechinization tick; and

s.
energy creeted some

difficult ecomonic, social and environ-
mntal problems. Wise and efficient use
of energy is essential. More time is
needed for the development of alternate
sources.

People have become accustomed to using
as much energy as they wish for work and
leisure activities. Very little thought
has been given to the idea of energy's
being wasted. Now, the traditional
sources of energy, fossil fuels, are

scarce. Everyone must think
y conserving energy and

finding new sources to meet the needs
(Figure 6).

This is your opportunity to learn how
to make wise decisions in the use of
energy. First, determine the importance
of energy in your life and in the lives
of others by answering the questions
discussed under the following headings:

FIGURE 6. Energy supplies are becoming
critical.

A. What is Energy?
B. What are the Primary Mown Sources

of Energy?
C. What are the Major Uses of Energy?

A. What is Energy?

"Energy" means different things to
different people (Figure 7). To the
athlete, it means strength, vitality and
endurance. To the auto mechanic, energy
means power to propel. To the chef, it
means heat for cooking. Energy can be
defined best ty describing it. Fran your
study of this section, you will be able

18

to define energy in its different forms
and under different conditions. Descrip-
tions are given under the following
headings:

1. Maas of Energy.
2. Conditions of Energy.
3. Conversion of Energy.
4. laws of Energy.



FIGURE 7. Energy means different things to different people.

1. PORES or ENERGY

The principal forms of energy are as
follows:

a. tischni 11

Mechanical energy is that which is
prodwed by arming objects and those that
have a potential for notion (Figure 8) or
for interrupting notion.

The tens is used to describe the use of
energy in mechanical form: transporting
things, rearranging, or distorting them.
The most otmelon and important characteris-
tic of energy is its capaciV._ to do work.

S

MECHANICAL
ENERGY

IMOVING OBJECT'

MECHANICAL.
ENERGY

(POTENTIAL FOR
STOPPING,

FIGURE 8. Mechanical energy is that
produced by moving objects and objects
that have potential for motion or for
interrupting motion.

17



FIGURE 9. Heat energy seeks an equilibrium by moving from a higher

temperature to a lower temperature.

b. Heat Energy

Heat energy is that form of energy
vthich is most inportant to enviramental
control in buildings (Figure 9). Heat
energy always travels from wawa to cold.
So in winter, heat escapes frog the inside
of your.ted house to the cold outdoors.
In ware', heat roves frau the hot out-
dooFs io inside your hawse.

Heat is usually a by-product of other
forms of energy, such as friction caused
by rubbing bo objects together. Heat is
also given off when matter is changed by
cc . Pilch energy is wasted, as in
the generaticn of electricity. Pbr
emmaple, cooling Users are used to help
dissipate heat frau the steam generators
(Figure 10).

18

FIGURE 10. Cooling towers for dissipat-
ing heat at an electric power plant.



Calibration is used to convert ratter
into heat for buildings. Resit fuels are

converted into heat, ash and gases
by combustion. As a result, heat is
given cef (Figure 11) .

HEAT
EXCHANGE
CAVITIES

MAIN
BURNER

VENT TO
OUTSIDE

FLUE
GASES

DRAFT
DIVERTER

FUEL

AIR INLET

FIGURE 11. Heat is provided for buildings
by converting matter in a hot-air furnace.

In order to help you provide for
energy efficiency, you need to under-
stand three methods of heat flan

(1) MT TIM BY COMMOTION. Heat flows
readily through dense =aerials such as
metals, stone and masonry (Figure 12) .

This heat flow through the solid is by
conduction.

FIGURE 12. Heat flows through metals by
conduction.

(2) HEAT FLOW BY CONVECTION. Heat flows
by convection when it is borne by a
moving median such as air. If you have
a hot air heating system, the heat will
be transferred by convection from the
register (Figure 13).

HEAT FLOW
BY CONVECTION

At

FIGURE 13. Heat flows by convection
through a medium such as air.

19



(3) Hew PUN BY RADIAT/Cte. Heat flans
by radiation dLrectly from a light source
by rays, such as those of the sun or from
an open fire (Figure 14) .

FIGURE 14. When you warm yourself before
an open flame, the heat flows by
radiation.

c. Light Energy

Light energy is also thotubt. of as
radiant energy. Plant and animal life
depend on radiant energy from the sun
(Figure 15).

d. Chemical Energy

., Energy is released fran materials
tr4.2hemical reaction. The food be eat
and the fuel we burn are converted to
heat enetw by dere:Leal changes.
Chemical energy is released a4len
materials change molecular structure
(Figure 16) .

20

FIGURE 15. Radiant energy from the sun
sustains plant and animal life.

FIGURE 16. Fuel burning in a cylinder is
converted to mechanical energy.

21



e. Electrical Energy

Electrical etvargy is generated by
mechanical generators turned by sane
outside source (Figure 17). The
primary source is steam turbines,
heated by fossil fuels.

MAGNETIC
NILO

STATIONARY
smogs

WIRE LOOP

FIGURE 17. As the wireloop turns and
cuts the magnetic lines of force,
electric current flows in the circuit.

f. Nuclear Energy

Nuclear energy is derived fran the
splitting of the nucleus of etas or
uniting two nuclei. Energy is given
off in heat.

Splitting the nuclei of atoms is
called *fission" and uniting the nuclei
of at is called *fusion* (Figure 18).

2. COMPICNS OF ENROL

For the purpose of scientific

discussion and use. energy is separa-
ted into two ccediticos. lbey are as
Enflame:

a. Kinetic EnergY

Energy in the form of motion, heat,
light or sound is called kinetic
It is energy in moth:carat work lid
encoblal =Wing downhill {Figure 19).

FISSION

. *A#1441a1110

oloote,

f
FUSION

%SM.*
FIGURE 18. A tremendous amount of
energy is released whe-1 the nuclei of
atoms are split or combined.

FIGURE 19. Kinetic energy is that
produced by an object in motion.

21



This is the caiditica in which energy is
used. The purpose is to do szrething to
natter such as m' it, Marinate it 03:
tairm it. Pbr ample, a awing car has
kinetic energy. The electrum fluting
throe* a heating element and photcris of
light coming to us from the suit are fame
of released or flowing energynot stored.
(Figure 20).

FIGURE 20. Electrons flowing through a
heating element or light from the sun
represents released energy.

Kinetic energutay
arauril It must

such as in
engine or heat energy
bottles (Figure 21).

be stored, but only
be trapped or
the flywheel of an
stored in Therms

FIGURE 21. Heat energy stored in a
Thermos bottle is kinetic.

22

b. Potential Friers Y

Potential energy is the capacity of an
inactive object to produce notion such as
a snowball being held on a hillside
(Figure 22) . It rosy also be used to
denote the latent power of a substance to
produce heat, light and other forms of
energy.

FIGURE 22. Potential energy is the
capacity of an inactive object to
produce motion or work.

Potential is storedit is in s coon i ls
mines, proved avowal's, shipped and
stockpiled. It may be in such forms as
mood, coal, oil, gas or water behind
dam (Figure 23).

and
run

FIGURE 23. Potential energy may be
stored in such forms as wood, coal,
oil, gas or water behind a dam.

23



Itotential energy storage is more
permanent than kinetic energy. It is
acoomplisiwx1 within the etructure of
letter. Energy is stored, for instance,
in the carton atom released when that
carbon atom is combined with an °Man
molecule in the chemical reaction we call
reablingtica (Figure 24). The product of this

is carbon dioxide, CO . 'the
nucleus of the mud= atom stares energy
that is released when that nucleus is
split in be in the fission reaction.

A simple way to store energy is to
lift something Nay from the earth. liar
Warrole, energy is stored when water is

to the top of a water tower, then
converted to the kinetic energy of motion
when the water is allowed to run through
the-pipes to its final destination.

= 11111 1 11111111111Willi=

FIGURE 24. Potential energy is stored
in wood and released as kinetic energy
when combined with oxygen and burned.

3. CONVERSION Cr ENERM

Energy presents itself in various bays
such as light, heat, =id, magnetise and
notion. Actually these observable charac-
teristics of energy are the result of
energy's being converted faro one form to
another (Figure 25).

FIGURE 25. Energy has its usefulness in
being converted from one form to another.

The sun is our primary source of energy.
It is continuously releasing heat, light
ant other wave energy from its nuclear and
ciNsical reaction. An engine bums fuel,
produoes heat, sound and motion. Cheadcal
conversions of the food we met enables our
bodies to keep warm and to give off heat.
A series of energy conversions in a steam-
generating paver plant are stem in
Figure 26.

?x 23



FOSSIL
FUEL

I

CHEMICAL
ENERGY

BOILER

HEAT
ENERGY

TURBINE

I

_01
MECHANICAL

ENERGY

GENERATOR

I.

ELECTRIC
ENERGY

FIGURE 26. Energy conversions in the process of producing electricity in
a steam-generating plant.

A fuel, such as coal, is burned to
release heat which changes water into
stein. The steam is directed against
turbine blades to produce mechanical
energy in the fors of a rotating shaft.
The rotating shaft drives an electric
generator which produces electricity.

The more energy-to-energy conversions
between the winery source and the final
end use, the greater the losses. There-
fore, the. ]ci the overall efficiency
of the system.

4. LANS OF EMMY

The basis of our knowledge of energy
flow and cisme is lamed up in two laws
of thermocljnemics:

a. Conservatics of Ettergy.
b. Efficiency of Erergy.

a. Conservation of Energy

The First law of Thentodynanics, also
known as the law of conservation of
!loony, states:

Etin3y can be neither created nor
destroyed".

Therefore, when a plant, animal, lumina
being, or machine uses energy for food or
to do work, the energy is not optioned or
destroyed. It is simply transmittal to
another place or changed to another form.
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If, for example, you eat a oardy lax con-
taining 150 calories, it is converted to
other forms of energy. It say became
heat energy in your body, paw your
muscles, or be used in your brain. It may
be stored as fat. It probably does some
of all these things, but it always remains
150 calories of energy.

Mating exanplea piece of woodcan
be banal only once, but the ashes of the
wood, plus the heat and stoke in the
surrourding environment, although mt-
tered, have the setae amount of energy as
the original piece of wood (Figure 27).

FIGURE27. When wood burns, the energy
is changed to heat, smoke. gases and
ashes.
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b. Efficiency of Enema

Mile energy is never destroyed, once
used, it no longer has the some value.
This is the Strad law of
which des= energy
is used:

In mg conversion of energy from
one fors to mother, tome of it
bemuse unavailable for further
use.

Each time energy clangers form on earth,
its quality is further degraded and it
eventuelly escapes into mace, largely as
low-grade, dispersal heat. Tne team used
to describe such energy losses is
'efficiency.* Elf is a
of ensemput in versus weep
(Figure -211). The etficiiwcy of a machrie
or an engine is the ratio of the useful
toxic output to the total ersergy input.
The fomila is as follows:

Efficiency
U.811 balicek

FIGURE 28. Energy input is usually
greater than energy output.

For example, the irest jives off
durirg the operation of a power plant,
-, motor or over conversion devices,
is not often, or easily, captured and
put to use. This is a trajor form of
energy waste (Figure 29). cagy conver-
sion systems which are designed by people
are usually mach less efficient than those
in nature. Also, they are also usually
ire harmful to the envirorirent.

BOILER

WASTI

USABLE
ENERGY

TURBINE

WASTE

USABLE
ENERGY

GENERATOR
WASTE

USABLE
ENERGY

TRANSMISSION WASTE

USABLE ENERGY

APPLIANCES
ANO

EQUIPMENT
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FIGURE 29. Energy loses some of its usefulness (quality) each time it'is
converted to another form.
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B. What are the Primary Known Sources of Energy?

All energy resources belong to one of
two groupsrenweble or non-rents eble
resources. Par example, the sun is a
renewable resource; so is water. Fossil
fuelscoal, oil, and gasare nan--
ret---tettable. They were produced owes
millions of years by vegetation under
pressure in the earth's crust and heated
by the sun. Uranium, another isportant
energy resource, is also non-reneatble.

Mast energy that is used today canes
from fossil fuels which are non - renewable.
only 3.8% is derived from nuclear sources
which are Its so ron-rerwable.

Coal, oil and natural gas are the
primary sources of energy (Figure 30) .
Mast electricity owes indirectly from
these sources. About 14% is generated by
water paw.

mhat abut wood? Wood was never used
in large quantiMes as fossil fuels are
today. But it was the primary source of
energy for the first 100 years of this
countrY.

Before 1850, ;cod was the primary fuel
used in the United States. Mod was used
to heat hares and buildings as well as to
generate steam for locomotives, skOs and
factory machinery. After the Civil War,
our nation experienced great industriali-
zatica and tapped coal as the major fuel
for industrial growth. Coal replaced
wood in the factory, in transportation
systems and supplemental wood as a home
heating fuel.

From the birth of our nation until
the 1860's, whale oil was the principal
source of fuel for artificial lighting
and lubrication. Fran 1820 to 1860,
the price of whale oil rose about 400%.
Deward exceeded supply.

*U.S. News and World Peport, March 19,
1979.
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FIGURE 30. Coal, oil and natural gas
are primary sources of non-renewable
energy.
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In 1859 E. L. Drake drilled the first
asimerclal oil van in the United States.
oil was refined to produce kerosene, a
fuel for laws, and tubriosting fluids.
Although oil had a slow start as a fuel,
the development of the alltcmcbile and
liter the airplane brought it into demand.

With Meal's ingenious 'invention, the
light bulb, a need for electricity
emolved. Electric current was first
produced by steam-generating plants
powered tar coal.

Natural gas was originally discarded
as an mantel by-product from oil
drilling. As pipeline technology
improved, more factories and homes
t./itched to this cheaper, cleaner source
of energy.

Fresentlrony.rri rwahrma r=!elli;ouurces
are the
/Prgure 31) . In the arnited States, an
expanding population began to dotard
industrial products and the change to
fossil fuels occurred at an accelerated
rate. In 1850, coal accounted for only
10% of American fuel consumption, wood
for 90%. emit by 1885, Mal passed wood,
and by 1910, the situation of 1850 was
reversed; coal 90%, wood 10%. After

COAL
L IMMO

GOIAS =
NUCLEAR MN

OTHER /XI IC

AVAILABLE CONSUMPTION

FIGURE 31. Oil and natural gas provide
76% of our energy while coal represents
90% of available resources (National
Energy Outlook, DOE, 1976).

tiorld War I, petroleum was twice as
iii ortant as wood, although coal was
still irecianinant. But by 1946, the
petroleum fuels began to outrank coal.

lbw there is an imbalance of use based
on domestic supplies (Figure 31).

C. What are the Major Uses of Energy?

It has already been stated that hones
consume about one fourth of the energy
used in the United States. Industry
accounts for 36%, transportation 26% and
commercial buildings 14% (Figure 32).
All of these are important to the general
economy.

77

Americans have more than doubled their
total energy commotion in the last 25
years. Deemed for energy, per capita,
has increased by 50% during that time.
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COWER. RESIDENTIAL

TRANSPORTATION INDUSTRY

FIGURE 32. Relative uses of energy (Tips
for Energy Savers, DOE, 1976).
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Heatinj is the largest s
of anew oonstept3on in thd
sector. Water heating and various
appliance are neft. SOMn of the factors
which can greatly influence the o3nsunp-
tion of energy for these purposes
include:

- Building design and location.
insulatial, stone windays, weather-
stripping.
Maintenance of heating and cooling
systems.

- /limos and appliance efficiency.
- Thentostat settings (heating and

cooling).
atel and electricity prices.

These factors lawolve both oonservai.
Lionel attitudes and economic incentives.
You can reeTay see frail inform-
tion that energy efficiency in buildings
can have a major impact on energy coma,-
tion and, as a result, =made well-being
in the United States. Our best sources
of energy in the near future- are
conservation and efficient us7Tf our
resources.

0



11. Developing a Concern for Conserving Energy

My ail the fuss about saving energy?
Are we really running out of fuel? Yes,
fossil fuels (coal, oil and gas) are
rapidly diminishing in supply. In the
pest 50 years, more coal and oil have
been console than in the previous his-
tory of the earth (Figure 33).

me 11101 112$ MU 1510 Ya01 HMI

FIGURE 33. Relative consumption of
energy in the United States (Chart,
Energy History of the United States,
DOE, 1975).

Since World War II, modern technology
has enxbwed wen with ommtless niechnnized
tools and conveniences which were rot
dreened of a century before. Most of our
advances in technology have resulted
from an apparent abundance of fossil fuels.
Utility coupe:ties reduced rates to high
volute cons:mars. Between 1950 and 1975
the energy consumption in the United
States almost doubled. We have become a
high-energy-oonstrning civilization in a
very short time.

No one really knows how much fossil
fuel is still available, or how mush
energy can be gained from alternate
sources. Best estimates, hotaver, seen
to provide for little time to deve1c
alternate sources. To extend this time,
a conservation arogram is necessary.
Waste must be -held-to 4 inianniti Without

appreciably disrupting production or
changing lifestyle.

The importance of an energy conserva-
tion program is discussed under the
following headings:

A. How Long Will the Present Supply
of Fossil Energy last?

EL Mat are the Prospects for Alter-
nate Sources of Energy?

C. What Effect May the Energy
Situation Have on an individual?

3,)
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A. How Long Will the Present Supply of Fossil Energy Last?

143 one really knows hew long the
present supply of fossil fuel will last.
It appears there will in enough fuel for
this aid another generation or tw3. The
fact is, however, that the rate of
cots option is increasing in the United
States about 5% per year. The amount
available within the United States is
dirainishirg by about the same rate
(Figure 34).

TIME

FIGURE 34. Energy consumption continues
to increase while resources decrease.

This situation violates all rules of
supply and demand. Certainly, it indi-
cates a collision course, or a point of
no return.

You have probably heard or read in
recent years that doceeriay is in sight
for our supply of fossil fuels. Fore-
casting the end of our abundant energy
era has been a copular topic awing
politicians, scientists, educators, the
news media and the American public.
Predicting the day, year or decade in
which our fossil fuel supply will in
exhausted is at present an impossible
task.
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Until recently, Taut of us thought
that our fossil fuel sources were unlim-
ited. Science and techn3logy have proven
us wrong. Now, more than in any other
period in history, we are aware of the
limited quantities of oil, oral and
natural gas that lie below the earth's
surface. We IOW know that these sources
of energy that took Mother Nature over
100 million years to form are limited.

Mile the United States has only 64
of the world's population, it commas
35% of the world's energy supply (Figure
35). As technology increases in other
countries, it is expected that cmpeti-
tion for the world's supply of energy
will increase.

FIGURE 35. The U. S. has six percent of
the world's population and uses 35
percent of the world's energy.



More than one third of the energy
used in the thital States is imported.
A =carted effort is being made by
both government and industry to recluoe
our dependence on foreign supplies.
Saes of the steps being taken are as
follows:

- Increased use of coal.
Increased oil exploration.

- Increased gas exploration.
- Developing alternate sources.
- Reducing taste.

As these programs develop, the rate
of depletion will charge. Perhaps it
Is not so important for an individual
to try to predict Ira lag supplies will
last. Sat it is *octant to realise
that fossil fuels are ron-reneemble
resources and at the present consumption
rate, they will be gone within a very
few years. Pedals not in your life-
time, but within a few generations. As
supplies diminish, the cost will continue
to increase.

Rich effort is row beim trade by
government and industry to
rates of energy to
the oil embergo of 1973, Americans, and
people in other nations as well,
experienced the effects of a fuel
shortage. It was a redraw for people
everywhere to take a serious look at the
e nergy situation. They became more mare
of the importance of energy in our daily
lives.

Certainly there are many variables
involved in proj ecting energy =norm-
Lion. No one can precisely predict
what conservation measures will take
place and tow effective they will be
in perpetuating the life of our fossil
fuels. One fact is certain: conserva-
tion of fossil fuels is Sweat vTTC

_
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Praa your study of this section, you
will be able to discuss different sources
of fossil amp their" .

are
headings:

1. Coal.
2. Oil.
3. Natural Ms.

1. COAL

Coal is the only ncm-renswable energy
resource which still exists in relative
abundance. Proven U. S. reserves are
estimated to last up to 300 years at the
current rate of use. Presently, about
651 of the coal mined is used for elec-
trical generatiotu about 30! for irdustrial
processes. In the future, it may be
converted directly to gas or oil.

Although there are large reserves of
coal in the Appalachians 0.ose to large

Eets, mining in Western states is
depending (Figure 36). Tranepartatial
to large markets will be more expensive.
Ash disposal oases pollution. axdustion

coal releases sulfur
diadds. Western coal has less fur,

toret ash, than Mutant coal. Under-
ground mining is a hazardous operation.
Stripminingthe easM least
dangerous methodcauses erosion and
leaves barren wastes. Reclamation of
surface-mined areas is expensive.

FIGURE 36. The supply of coal is still
abundant in the United States.
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at promises to have the greatest
of all of our fossil fuels.
indicate that =starvation

measures might help supplies last well
into the 22nd cenfarry.

2. OIL

'be mount of oil which remains in the
United States and offshore is unknown.
One half our oil supplies now OMB from
imorts. Sixty percent is used for
transportatice (refined as gasoline and
diesel fuel), 20% for residential/
ccasercial heating, and 10% for electrical
generation. Since dcrestic supplies are
declining and foreign supplies are
uncertain, we need to plan for less oil
canumption in the future. Sums estimates
predict that oil supplies will last less
than 100 years at our present rate of use.
Exploration for additional oil reserves
centers an sites under as Teich as 244m
(800 ft) of ocean toter and as far as
7,622a (25,000 ft) undergrouni (Figure
37).

FIGURE 37. Exploration for oil under the
ocean.
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3. MURAL GetS

The proven reserves of natural gas,
at current use rates, mould last only
smear ten years. SONO gau is found
with pal:Daum some is 63urd alms,
Netural gas is treated to remove heavy
hydrocarbons aid hydrogen sulfide, which
can be used by the petrol.= and petro-
chemical industries. About 45% is used
as industrial fuel, 35% for ciasszoial/
residential heating, and 10% for electrical
generation.

At the present tine, natural gas is
our least expulsive fossil fuel because
of price controls that sake it artifi
cially cheep. With higher prices in the
future, current users will need to sed.tch
to some other fuel. There 411 unitsubtedly
be opposition to such a switch SilICO
natural gas is the cleanest of the three
fossil fuels aid is in great demand for
scam heating.
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B. What are the Prospects for Alternate Sources of Energy?

Much effort is being mode toward
developing alternate sources of energy.
New ogress are being acplored. As the
price of fossil fuels increases, it
approaches the mat of altenate fuels.
Teue, more alternate fuels become
earketable

Par the start tem our reliance for
energy do seeaa be on oil and .
Ibr the long tem we win be
coal, atadc paw and solar. With large
reserves in the United States, coal would
appear to see us through the first quarter
of the nest century. For any lasting
relief, we east hope that poetical wawa
can be found to tap solar radiation,
tides, and geothermal sources at a larger
scale. In the lamellate future, the hope
for alleviating shortages lies with
reducing demand.

Figure 38 shows the stare of total
U. S. energy supply that each sajor
source provided in the recent pest with
projecticas for the near future.

Fran your study of this section, you
will be able to list ewe alternate
sources of energy and explain their
iscortanott. limy are discussed as
follows

1. taXIMIt

Wiclear energy may be the nude nor
source of energy for the next few years
(Figure 39) . lasclear energy is used
primarily to heat water and rake stems
%hi& 12123%, steam turbine generators.
Imistrictials on its use may change the
projections, however.

::,.
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FIGURE 38. Projected use of domestic supply of current major energy resources
(National Energy Outlook, DOE, 1976).
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FIGURE 39. An estimated projection of
the use of nuclear energy for power
generation (National Energy Outlook, DOE,
1976).

The source of nuclear energy is also
limited. In the United States, it is
estimated that there is about a 20- to
50-year supply of uranima. Uraniun is
used in the present electrical mar
plants. It is a fissionable material.

Uranifm, as a fuel for nuclear
reactors, is a controversial energy
source. Its advantage in the fact
that 28 gm (1 os) of 1.1"-' has a heat
value equal to 388 barrels of petroleum.
Mining uranium is a great deal wore
difficult than mining fossil fuels,
Weaver. Even the richest uranium ore
may contain only a fraction of one
percent of uremia'. Because uranium ore
is not pure and the costs of esctractice
vary, the amount of current reserves is
herd to estimate. Mem say we havqic
aka*. a 30 year's supply left of
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FIGURE 40. Cross sectional sketch of a
nuclear-powered stead generator.

the uranium necessary to prodtx:e fission
reactions in conventional =leer mar
Plants. The dravimdm to fission as it
is presently used to produce electricity
are the radioactive wastes, possible
accidents which m:old release Lunatics
into surrounding awes, and thenasl
pollution resulting frail the large amounts
of water from lakes and rivers required
for cooling.

Resources for the other type of
=leer energy, Justice, are unlimited.Whim hydride, alourciaa
and tritrim, is abundant. This Rome
has not been harnessed as yet. It takes
180,000°F to set off a fusion process
and this amount of heat is difficult to
caffein.



2. MDR

lbe potential use of solar energy is
vast. Proper design can be used to talce
advantage of solar heat. in passive solar

the ea's energy enters a
, is sametiase ibzed for later

use, and heats the building without the
use of fans, pie, ce other aschanical
devices. The warmth mom by natural
sesesocoductica. convection and
radiation. Passive solar system are tore
Maly to be suitable for new construction
then for modification of editing
buildings.

FIGURE 41. The sun's energy is
collected and stored for use as
needed.
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Presently, there are sae very
promising approaches to using solar energy
for ice temperature needs mu* as water

Aft theirethrorior there villa:me
is relatively high, in most parts of the
country, these systere are expected to be
cost-effective, especially as the cost of
other energy sources rises. The Natiatal
Solar lbating and Coaling Information
Center (P. 0. Sox 1607, 10
10850) is a goal source of free up-to-date
information at uses of solar energy. Call
toll free (800) 523-2929; in Pennsylvania
(800) 462-4983; in Alaska and Hawaii
(800) 523-4700.

By the year 2000, solar heating and
cooling could satisfy perhaps half the
needs of all new residential and wear-
cial buildings. An advantage of solar
energy is that it is an lamas energy
source with for adverse environmental
effects. There is plenty of solar
radiation at the earth's surface (Figure
42) . But to be useful, practical,
efficient and economical, usys suet be
employed to capture, store aid
redistribute that energy as needed.
This is the dtallenge of the growing
solar industry.
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MEAN OAILY SOLAR RADIATION - JANUARY
(Langlsys)

FIGURE 42. Total daily solar energy at the ground in July (Calories /square centimeter)
(Solar Energy, DOE, 1976).

3. PIDTOYOUIRD2 CELLS

Photovoltaic cells are silicon crystals
that convert solar energy directly into
electrical ensirgy (Figure 43). An opti
mistic vier is escrowed by scientists
for lees expulsive aid more efficient
cells to be developed. At present,
however, they are costly aid operate at
about IA efficiency.

FIGURE 43. Photovoltaic cell.
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4. MINIO

Utter pow, or hydroelectric poten-
tial, in the United States is alresdy
close to full development aid
mental problems will izobibly wevent
many additional sites (Figure 44).

FIGURE 44. Principle of a water-powered

generator.



Dimmed use of hydroelectric payer
will be in the form of payed storage
amebas which will use the apace capacity
of *base loads' electric plants (for
ample, in the middle of the night) to
provide power durirq periods of peak
domed the next day. Water will be pxped
uphill for sO:omge, anal power will be
produced later when it is released clown-
hill (Figure 45) .

FIGURE 45. A pumped storage system.

5. EVILID teen
Solid aenicipal waste is being used

to a very limited extent as fuel to
operate steam-powered generators trig=
46). A few plants are in use that
provide as Teich as 20% of a city's
electricity from the solid waste.

FIGURE 46. Electric power plant using

1110

solid waste fuel.

3S

Bosnia; combustible trash, in mixture
with coal or other fuel, to power electric
Seesseters ie bmxmierj an attractive idea.
In fact, sae mall plants are already in
operation convertinj solid wastes to elec-
trical Mar. A cheep, readily available
fuel, conventional combustible garbage
possesses 50% of the potential heat of
cod. Although the waste disposal problem
is solved, the air pollution problem
remains. If we tot* full arkentage of
the energy contained in all refuse, a
mall percentage of our energy needs
would be eat.

6. StelIMIC PLB

*ate sewage and other oarlxkdrates
are all being used to sake combustible
liquids such as metbenal and alcohol.
Methanol has goad potential for fuel
in eat:while engines (ltigure 47) It
may be edema with gasoline or used
directly. Some fools of algae produce
hydrocarbon as a kopp:cduct. Production
is limited and expensive.

M 7 2 ". , : r 1 a1
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FIGURE 47. Methanol may be used in
automobiles.

The processing of organic ratter and
waste through deomposition produces a
gas called methane. Methane, unlike
fossil gases, can be created in a
setter of weeks under controlled
conditions. 'lie way in which mattes*
is used determines its potential for
pollution. Mien stored, then prooessed
in a fuel set-up, the waste by-product
is fresh enter which is non - polluting.
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7. w

Hind energy *es popular in the early
days of the *Autry to pug) tater. But
with the advent of electricity, its

FIGURE 48. Windmills once were used for
grinding grain and pumping water.

conversion and low cost, windmills lost
their Weal (Figure 48) . Time is
sow potential for wind generation of
electric energy, perhaps evenbally as
moth as la of the total need (Figure
49) . The mount varies in different
parts of the country (Figure SO). The
potential for wind .energy is third after
solar and photovoltaic sources.

FIGURE 44. Wind generator.

111/1

FIGURE SO. Relative wind capacities in the United States (Solar Energy, ERDA,1976).
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FIGURE 51. Geothermal steam field and
power plant.

B. OMNI%

All natural geyser areas of the world
ars potential is for geothermal energy
(Figure 51). Geothermal energy is stared
oiler the earth's ',stone in the farm of
heat. This energy loam is limited in
its distribution and will not supply a
large portion of our needs (Piqua 52).

lane smcnits of geothermal energy
(heat in the foci of stem, such as that
found in geysers) are present in the

..arthis cruet, but it is milible to tap
these resources only in limited lcostirms.
Cilia:gala has the wont pccadein, sites
developed to date. Experts feel that over
the next 25 years as mu* as 25,000 MN will
be provided by geothermal plants, Qum
stems from the earth is used to drive
ttshines thigh generate electricity. It
KM provide limited, local sum to a
few fain:able locations Jut Gann*
ccatribute a great deal to our national
energy boxiget.

9. TIDES AM OCIIV1 TEMIIRTURES

The ocean tide and temperature varia-
tions in omen water have also been
considered as potential sources for
energy (Figure 53). This source seems
to be very limited, bit scam plants are
being built.

GEOTHERMAL POSSIBILITIES
POTINTIAL

0 FIGURE 52. Geothermal possibilities in the United States.

4 j
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FIGURE 53. The ocean tide is a potential
source of energy.

The differential ocean temperatures
may also be used for generating elec-
tricity in offshore pow/ plants.

10. WOOD

Wood is still an important energy
source, provided it is grown as a crop
under good management (Figure 54) . licsar
ever, growing forests in new areas would
face competition for land use by the
agricultural sector.
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FIGURE 54. Wood is an important source
of energy.

U. SOME OIL

Shale oil is sedimentary rock from Which
oil can be extracted by heat. Some averts
estimate that the United States has more oil
in this fozm than all of Saudi Arabia's
proven oil reserves. With present techro-
logy, this form of energy attraction is
costly in comparison to conventional
petxoleun. As the price of conventional
petrolamo escalates, 82 does the feasi-
bility of shale oil re:ovary. A tremendous
amount of tater is required and environ-
mental problems are involved.



C. What Effect May the Energy Situation Have on an Individual?

From this section, you will be able
to discuss some of the effects that
eneagy shortages may have on individuals.
They are as follows:

I. Effect of Oast.
2. Effect on the Boon:may.
3. Effect on Lifestyle.

J.. MEM CF COST

Already the cost of energy is increas-
ing. All the alternate systems cost more
thin iodating systems. The further
development of now sources of coal, oil
and gas is 9:dm to be more expensive
than it has been in the past.

*al is casing fora sore route areas.
Tagrael standards are high. land

must be reclaimed tile= strip mining is
used. Exploration for oil and natural

in offshore operatics* is erpensiVe.
1Wit holes are made now where there are
only slight possibilities of oil and gas.

Reclaiming oil from stale is an
expensive process.

The cost of foreign oil has increased
three times in thi last four years. The
use of alternate sources is usually more
expensive than conventional sources.

Best estimates are that snuff prices
will centime to increase by about 10%
per year. Cost of heating and cooling
buildings will corstinue to increase. As
the cost of energy increases, people
most establish new priorities. A greater
percentage of pay diiedcs will be spent
for energy (Figure 55) . As this expense
gets too burdensome, conservation
measures will take place by necessity
rather than by choice.

FIGURE 55. More of individual incomes
will be used for energy.

Costs of all tonne of transportation
will rise, thus Nair* it desirable for
people to live near their jobs, eohools,
churches and recreation centers. Use of
public transportation systems will
increase as the cost of ownirq and rein-
tabling a private vehicle rises.

2

2. DT= ON TEE POMMY

A real problem with the present
energy situation is that the United
States is spading more for foreign
oil than it gets back in foreign
trade. This deficit in the balance
of payments causes unemployment and
upsets the econow.
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The rate of abaft 45 billion and
more per year for foreign oil leaves
mew Paerican dollars oversees (Figure
56) .

FIGURE 56. The U. S. exchanges 45
billion dollars per year for foreign
oil.

The picture is tot all bleak. In
spite of the high cost of energy, the
Department of Energy expects an increase
in c:cmmaption by about 2% per year. It
is believed that by conservation and
increased efficiency in the use of energy
that a 3% annual growth rate of the
gross national product could be achieved.

*at can an individual do? Conserve
eneFgY. Reduce waste. Eliminate Inneces-
saw use oreilergy le your transportation,
in your bwsiness and in rur hose and
ather 1:414thrt
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3. MEM ON um=
Rich effort is being made bawd

maintaining the lifestyle to which
everyone is accustomed. Health comes
first but a lot of energy can be saved
without impairing your health. A
little discomfort from being too wane
or too cool will rot affect your health.
While saving energy may cause a little
inconvenience, it will not hurt you.

There is a trend hoard wailer auto-
mobiles, mass transportation and reduced
travel. In the emphasis is
on reduc* the loss and gain and
dvin9- I thericottat
Thengoetats are turned dorsal in winter
and up in summer.

People are considering smaller houses
and they are redwing the aaBrviraw-"--iszace
heated and maid: 'But so far, iio drastic
changes- have taken place in lifestyles
(Figure 57). As the cost and availa-
bility of energy irorease, the change
will become wire drastic.

FIGURE 57. Few people have changed
lifestyles because of the energy
shortage.
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Ill. Understanding the Use of Energy in Buildings

Energy requirerents for heating and
cooling buildings are measured in joules
(Btu). For emasple, the heating require-
ments for a home during one season ray
be as such as 106 to 212 billion joules
(100 to 200 million Btu).

The term for measuring energy is the
joule 'British Thema' Unit (Stull. A
Btu is the amount of heat required to
raise 454 g (1 lb) of water 0.56°C (1° F).
This quantity is equivalent to the burning
of a wooden match. The three primary
sources of heat in buildings are natural
gas, oil and electricity. Energy available
from each is as follows:

Natural Gas - 39.2 147/m3 (1,052 Btu/ft
3)

Oil - 38.5 141/1 (138,000 Eituigal)

Electricity - 3.6 14]/Mh (3,410 Btu/161.h)

The efficiency of gas and oil is about
75%. when the equipment is new, the
efficiency of electricity is 100%. But
the oonversicel of gas and oil to electric
energy is 35% efficient.

It is estimated that 38% of the energy
consumed in the United States is used in
buildings-24% in residences and 14% in
commercial buildings.

Without reducing comfort and omen»
ienoe appreciably, certain measures may
be taken that will same as such as 2/3
of this amount. Such a saving would
result in a 10% decrease in the total
consumption, or 7.8 quintillion joules
(7.4 quadrillion Btu) -the equivalent
of 3 1/2 million barrels of oil per day.

How energy is used in buildings is
discussed under the following headings:

A. tibm! Energy is Used in Buildings.

B. Haw Geographic Locations Affect
Energy Use in Buildings.

C. Wm Design and Construction
Methods Affect Energy Use.

D. General Heoarmendations for
Energy Efficiency in Buildings.

A. How Energy is Used in Buildings

Mast of the energy used in buildings
is for space heating (Figure 58). It
ranges from 60% to 75% depending on the
climate. In oadiek climates, more energy
is needed for space heating. Water
heating is the next single largest use
o energy. In the warm sections of the
country, air conditioning is a big factor.
Lighting mounts to only about 2 percent.
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You can see that the first places to
look for savings are in space heating,
ulster heating and other appliances. Of
course, if you live in a hot climate,
air conditioning will be more significant.
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SPACE HEATING 88%
WATER

HEATING 14%

OTHER 9%

REFRIGERATION

LIGHTING AMM)
WOKING

FIGURE 58. Estimate of average distri-
bution of energy in U. S. homes, DOE,
1977.

Since equipamt and appliances differ
fraa building to building, it is bard to
estivate the energy usage. A large
percentage of asmercial equipment mist
be warned up before it will operate
efficiently. As a result, nary offioe
and factory machines are turned on early
in the morning and are in operation all
day whether they are being used or not.
One classic eiwnple is the coffee perar
labor which is used in almost all
ccsmercial buildings. Ouplicatial and
on machines are on most of the time.

In large buildings, escalators and
elevators are standard evil:cunt. The
escalator is another machine that commies
energy whether it is being used or not.
An average 0.8 in (32 in) wide escalator,
operating at 27.5 Wmii (90 ft per min) ,
with a 4.3 in (14 ft) vertical rise, will
use 4.68 MI (1.3 MO per tour. An
average 2,043 kg (4,500 lb) elevator,
stopping on 12 Mors, will take up
8.1 kWh per car-lcilxseter (13 kII per
car-mile) , so these rachines do consume
large mounts of energy.
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Ommercial buildings and residences
COMM one-third of all the energy
used in this country. Mem is used in
heating aid =ling the building. It is
used in lightingfaccliances aid equip's*
aid is required to sake plashing function
properly.

From your study of this section, you
will be able to describe tow is
used in buildings. s
under the foanowing headings:

1. Heating.
2. Cooling.
3. Plotting aid Water Heating.
4. Lighting.
S. Appliances and Equipment.

1. MINTING

Heating amuses about 69% of all
energy used in buildings Origami S9).

FIGURE 59. Most of the energy used for
buildings is for space heating.
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For space heating, fuels are contused
in mschsnical equipment to provide heat
Origure 60).

SPACE HEATING

IMC
ram

FIGURE 60. Space heating Is accomplished
by burning fuels in mechanical equipment.

Such units include forced air
furnaces, open coil units, heat maps
and closed It lister or steam systems,
to mention only a few. Despite the
vast differences in heating systems
available, most of them use three types
of ersergy, m, oil and electricity.

2. COOLING

Vacs heating and cooling are called
o3ndi " °Doling comma

less nAn o energy used in hares
(Figure 61) in the United States. Unlike
heating units, cooling units generally
use electricity as a rimer source. Even
though there are two mein_ tyres of air
conditioners, crerprec.sive refrigeration
and absorption, both use electricity
to function. lites object of air
conditioning is to maintain a contort-
able temperature inside the house when
the outside air temperature is
uncomfortably hat tngure 62). sbe
operating efficiencies of air condi-t ng Watling vary considerably.
Orawercial buildings use about 9%
for air conditioning.

IR

ONDITIONING

FIGURE 61. Energy used for cooling is
about 5% of the total in homes.

SPACE COOLING

4YC
1120,1

EVAPORATOR

CONDENSING UNIT

WC
On'

we

FIGURE 62. Air conditioning requires
energy to lower the temperature inside
buildings.

3. PILI4BING AIM MNIERIMMITWG

accept for heating. water, plumbing is
probably themostenergy-free convenience
that we have. Mist water supply systems
are already under pressurewhas the water
arrives from city water mains. Pumps are
required to increase ulster pressure in
multi -stay buildings and to supply ulster
directly from wells.
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The design and size of *Ater heaters
vary, bat the principle of heating water
is basically the same in all systems
(Pig'xe 63). An averagelhate for family

of four with about 160 sr (1800 ft) will
use ageoximately 15 million Btu's per
year for heating hot later.

MASTER BATH
LAVATORY

EXPANSION
AND SHOCK

CLOTHES
WASHER

DISH WASHER/
SINK

LOWER
LEVEL

RELIEF
VALVE

WATER
HEATER

SERVICE
FROM
SOURCE

FIGURE 63. Conventional hot and cold
water systems.

4. LIGHT=

Lighting uses about 2.0% of all
electricity o3nsurred in the lane (Figure
64). 'Mere are three major types of arti-
ficial lighting: incandescent, fluorescent
and H.I.D. (high intensity discharge).
All of these use electricity as their
source of power, some sore than others
(Table I).

Incandescent limps produce light by
heating a tutrisTen filament with an
electrical current until it snits light.
The filament is encased in an evacuated
glass tube to Frevent rapid disintegra-
tion. These laws are least efficient
for giving off light.
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2% LIGHTING

FIGURE 64. Lighting uses about 2% of

energy in homes.

Fluoreezent lames Froduoe light by
the flow of eledricel current through
inert gases. These gases snit ultra-
violet radiation which is abearbel by
the fluorescent powzlers that coat the
inside of each lamp. They are such more
efficient for giving off light than
incandescent hoops.

H.I.D. laps are similar to fluorescent
lane with the exception that the light
is Emitted directly by the inert gas.
Mercu ry- vapour is enclosed in a quartz
bulb ard visible light is given off when
an electrical current flows through the
bulb. A second bulb surcourds the first
and filters out the wsiented radiation
and light. H.I.D. Lops are slightly
sore efficient than fluorescent.

TABLE I. 0014PARLSON OF EFFICIENCIES CB
THREE TYPES OF ELECTRIC LANPs*

it we of Lang LuneneiNktt

Incardescent
Fluorescent
"ED (sodium)

8-26
30-83
74-132

*Lighting, DOE, 1978.
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SAND EQUIRElff
Paw llama use about 98 of the energy

in ham (Figure 65). Gdgets aid
awlianoss operate frcei either one of
tee printery energy sources, electricity
aid natural gas. Electricity is by far
the east canon source of power.

Relative merits of energy omuamial by
appliances aid other mechanical =wen-
James are given in Tables II and In.

TABLE II. DEM CONSIASTICS CF SVCS%
AP'PLIMCBSe

Mtjor Awliances Jd4Vyr

Air-Omditiceier (room) (Based 860
on 1000 hours of operation per
year. This figure will vary
widely depenling on geographic
area and specific size pf unit)

Clothes Dryar

Disisiasher

(including energy used
to It water)

distmasher only

41,

APPLIANCES 9%

FIGURE 65. Appliances use about 9% of
energy in homes.

Weddell amine'autaratic
(including emergy used to heat
ureter)
washing !edible only

993 Rtshing Machinenon-autanatio
(including energy to heat

2,100 tater)
lashing no:thine only

363

Freezer (0.45 I43) (16 ft3) 1,190

Freezertrostless (0.46 M3) 1,820
(16.5 ft )

toter Heater

2,500

103

2,497

76

*4,811

*rips for Energy Savers, DOE, 1977.

Range with oven 700

with self-cleaning oven 730

Refrigertabor (0.33 M3) 728
(12 ft )

r
froipless 1,217

14(d0.trPrr(12 ft )

Retrigerilize/FreezeK 1,500
(0.35 le) a2 . 5 ft

Refrigergtor/Freezec (frostless) 2,250
(0.49 br) (17.5 ft ")

47
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s B. How Geographic Locations Affect Energy Use in Buildings

Energy requirements of buildings vary
with the geographic location. For ellaple,
in cold locations sore energy is repaired
for hosting (Figure 66). For ample, it
takes three times as mach fuel to heat a
house in Now Fork as it does the same type
of louse in Goalie (UK* IV).

TRINE N. GC PARISI:1N CV NEWT REQUIRE-
NE ES TO HEW SMEAR BIM
IN FCUR DIFFERS/I' CUM=
zcees

Birk Ni a York Denver Atlanta

528
Billion Joules
211 148 72

500
Milian Btu

200 140 67

FIGURE 66. In cold climates, more energy is r'quired for

beating than in warm climates.

51)
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fIGURE 67. Climatic regions in the United States.

1. TOTTIO/KIRE

Temperature is the wet *fortes*
factor in eiwegy use in .b As
you know, the winter temperature is
maintained in it buildings at 20°C
(68°P) to 21°C (70°?). When the
tagarature cutside is laser than 18°C
(65°F) , energy is required to raise
the tayeaature inside the building
(figure 68).

Inside taq:erature is maintained at
26°C (78°?) during the summer. When the
outside temperabire is greater than this,
energy is required to later the temperature
inside (Figure 68). The energy required
in both instances is to maintain a 6°C
(22°F) differerce in teaterature.

.

J .....ar.
37C (100
OUTSIDE

1100!:1

07228C urn 411;
INSIDE

SC (46F)

11OUTSIDE20168!:1
INSIDE

ar.z- 71rz..-..-..-1,.: iiiiiI,

12C
31.7

.-,..-_-_-__II II II a I
.1 r: .. . . ...- -.I: =NI6=I --------..

(22F) TEMPERATURE DIFFERENCE
KI/hc. 130,000 STU/1w)REQUIRED

12C 122F)TEMPERATURE DIFFERENCE
31.7 M.I/ht. 30,000 BTU /hr.) REQUIRED 0

FIGURE 60. Energy is required to maintain the temperature within a
building at a comfortable level.
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FIGURE 69. Ice-constructed igloos

insulate against cold.

Sarly settlers of this continent
built endromamtal comfort without
using extensive mounts of energy. In
cool regions, atm Egovided thermal -P*
insulatCcs as it enclosed space. The
moth, interior ice lining sealed
against outside air infiltration and loss
of inside hest (Figure 69). Animal
skins draped on the inside surface of
igloos reamed radiant It loss from
occupants.

In lot-arid rsions the thick adobe
construction usa for roof and wall
constructions delayed the *met of
solar radiation until late in the day
(Figure 70). Adobe construction also
retained heat for a long period of time,
thus providing warmth during cold
evenings. all openings, such as doors
and Mi1110118, minimized direct tams-
mission of solar radiation aid hot air.
Shelters were oriented in a north-south
direction to minimize the *act of a
hot, rising sun or an even hotter setting
SUM

2. MIME
The relative humidity is important in

designing housing. factors are
partially determined by the anomt of
moisture in the air. Most people are
comfortable at 40-60% relative
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FIGURE 70. Adobe construction protects
against heat.

tumidity. nelati4 tumidity is the
moat of moisture in the air cowered to
the amount that could be there. Sou are
more comfortable when the air is dry and
cold than when it is damp and cold
(Figure 72).

FIGURE 71. Shade and ventilation protect
from heat in hot-humid regions.

im .I.,



FIGURE 72. Damp and cold are more uncomfortable than dry and cold.

In hot-tesdd regime, ovechangs
wild* shads on the structure to reduce
an radiation (Figure 71). Dresses
age desirable so open malls ad elevated
floras allow air circulation for cooling
kr/ natural ventilation.

It yarr Wilding is deep, a higher
temperature is needed for comfort, thus
more energy is required.

Moe you are more ozefortable was
the air is dry and hot than when it is
moist and hot.

3. MID

'rise wind is also a factor in energy
use in haws. Item practical, yaw
house should be protected against cold
prevailing Iris& (Figure 73). util-
ization of cold air through cracks aid
crevices imams energy use
amesidezably. A tone without caulking
ad meetherstriming any use tevice as
suds energy as one with caulking and
weatlieretzipping.
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COLD WIND

:T111;;;r lid

4,

MORE HEAT REQUIRED

FIGURE 73. Cold winds increase tne use
of energy in buildings.



CLOUDY DAY
63.3 MJ/hr (60,000 BTU/hr)

REQUIRED FOR HEATING

SUNNY DAY

REQUIRED

h10,000 BTU/hr)
FOR HEATING

FIGURE 75. More energy is required for heating on a cloudy day than on a sunny day.

On the other hand, a breeze can be
quite welcome in the sumer. The desire
to utilize nature's air conditioning
prcbably inspired the innovation of the
porch. The old possum arm or dog trot
houses in the south provide comfort by
channeling prevailing summer breezes
(Figure 74). Air conditioning systems
have not duplicated the effect of a fresh
breeze.

FIGURE 74. Porches and breezeways help
cool houses.
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Long ago, farmers who lived close to
nature learned things about the wind that
we should utilize. They learned that
trees can divert the wind's direction.
Farmers built their houses and anisel
shelters dorm wind of and adjacent to
windkradcs. Claims are made that when
houses are placed in these wind-shielA
areas, as much as 20% of fuel cost is
saved.

4. SUN

Sunshine aids in reducing energy needs
for buildings (Figure 75). On the other
hard, it increases the need for cooling.
There are certain parts of the country
that have more sunshine than others.
Usually, these are in the warmer abates.

The sun is high in sterner, low in
winter. The sun's path is precise and
predictable (Figure 76). Designers use
this fact as an opportunity to control
the sun's effect on energy use in
buildings.



Ill

2.7 MJ/hr. - M2
(240 BTU/SQ. Fr )112 NOON)

2.2 MJ/hr - M2
(194 BTU/SQ. FT.)/ . . DASHED LINE INDICATES

14 PM) 1 \ THE ORBITAL PLANE
PERPENDICULAR TO

\ THE EAST -WEST AXIS

/
WEST /
(SUNSET) i

1

1

\
NORTH

2.2 MJ/hr. - M2
(194/SQ. Fr.)
(8 AM)

%

SOUTH

EAST
(SUNRISE)/

FIGURE 76. The path of the sun influences the use of energy in buildings.
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C. How Design and Construction Methods Affect Energy Use

Several factors influence the amount
of energy used in buildings.

Planning an energy-efficient home or
building begins with the selection of
the site, followed by the proper orienta-
tion of the building on the site. Design
of the structure, arrangement of rooms,
selection of materials and mechanical
equipment are of equal inportance in an
energy-efficient building. Your under-
standing of design and construction
methods will help you save energy in
your building.

From this section you will be able to
describe how design and construction
methods affect rise. They are

headings:

1. Effect of Site Location.
2. Effect of Design.
3. Effect of Materials Used.
4. Effect of Insulation.
5. Effect of Vapor Barriers.
6. Effect of Weatherstripping and

Mu Ming.
7. Effect of Windows and Doors.
8. Effect of Heating Methods.
9. Effect of Air Conditioning.

10. Effect of Ventilation Method.
11. New Methods of Heating and Cooling.
12. Effect of Lighting.
13. Effect of Plumbing.
14. Energy-Efficient Appliances.

1. EFFECT OP SITE ICCATIa

Site location and the orientation of
buildings on the site affect the amount
of energy used in heating and cooling.
The min and wind are two major factors
that influence energy use.

Keep in mind that in the northern
hemisphere the sun is high in the sky
during the manner and lover on the Mori-
son during the winter.
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Hill tops, ridges and higher elevations
have more estposure to the wind and are
colder in the winter and cooler in the
summer. In cold citrates, select southern
estposures protected by land of higher
elevations. Flat sites are open to full
seeps of wind. Air temperatures near
large bodies of water are tempered by the
wind.

Some trees make good wind screens.
Deciduoustries are excellent gamer
shelters, while evergreens provide

shelter the year round.

Roan orientation is also important.
Roans of Major use oriented to the
southern, warmer side of a building
capitalize on solar energy.

Energy constrption can be reduced by
choosing the site carefully. Site
location should vary, depending on the
climatic zone. Site locations should be
considered for each of the zones as
follows:

a. Chid Zone

A house built on the northern or
western slope with little or no protec-
tion from the prevailing winds will use
more energy than one situated on the
southern or eastern slope (Figure 77).

Vegetative protection can also be a
factor in energy use.



FIGURE 77. Buildings exposed to cold prevailing winds will use more energy
for heating than those protected.

b. gate Zone

A balance is needed in the tenperate
zone between protection from wind in
winter and access to air in suesew.
Aloes vegetative protection that is used
in winter may he used as shade in
summer (Figure 78).

FIGURE 78. A building in the temperate
zone should be moderately protected.

C. Hbt-Humid Zone

Summer comfort is mare important than
winter heat in the trot timid zone. If
air circulation is inadequate:during
summers emcee's:Lim:energy will be needed

for cooling. Houses should be situated
on southern and northern slopes with
vegetative protection and shade provided
(Figure 79).

FIGURE 79. Buildings in the hot-humid
zone should be oriented toward the
north or south with ample shade for
summer.
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d. not-Arid tone

Houses should be oriented toward the
east with afternoon shading (Figure 80).
Wind is not important here because it is
generally not too cold in winter and it
is hot and dry in summer. it is best if
you = shield the building from summer
prevailing winds.

FIGURE 80. Buildings in the arid west
should face the east and utilize after-
noon shading whenever possible.

FIGURE 81. Rectangular houses oriented
toward east and west generally use less
energy year round.

2. EFFECT OF DESIGN

The shape of a building also has an
effect on the amount of energy used.
Generally, a rectangular house oriented
east and west will use the least amount
of energy (Figure 81).

Design should allow for exposure of
windows to sun in winter and shade in
summer (Figure 82). Shades may be used
effectively.

FIGURE 82. Windows should be exposed to sun in winter and should be shaded

during summer.
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5x1Ocm
421441N.)
STUDS
41cm
416 IN.)
ON CENTER

51415 cm
(241N.)
STUDS
Mon
(241N.)
ON CENTER

8.9 cm (314IN.)
INSULATION

15 2 cm
INSULATION

FIGURE 84. Structures may be designed to accommodate more insulation.

Designers are changing their philosophy
about buildings. The "anything goes*
attitude Which was characteristic of the
past decade has suddenly evolved into a
functional and efficient approach to
building design. For ample, rambling
structures are being replaced with
cubicle buildings which have a minimun of
exterior surface area. Such measures cut
cbwn on one of the greatest sources of
heat loss.

MEINHIS
'WMCUMHIM

lor
LARGE WINDOWS

REQUIRE
MORE ENERGY

SMALL WINDOWS
REQUIRE

LESS ENERGY

FIGURE 83. Large windows require more
energy than small windows.

GO

The use of glass has hectare an Amor-
tent factor in design. Before energy
conservation was inportant, designs with
large expanses of uninsulated and
unprotected glass were comm. Now the
ecru* of glass used in many building
designs is being reduced (Figure 83).
Nearly everywhere in the continental
United States, south-facing windows
admit more heat than they lose. 'lb
effectively reduce heat loss through
windows, at least two layers of glass
are needed in cold climates. A third
layer of glass, or movable insulation
(curtains or shutters) covering the
glass at night, can reduce heat loss
further. An overhang or other shading
will cut unwanted summer heat.

Designs are being adopted which
utilize better insulation. A new design
innovation is the Arkansas System which
recommends 5.1 x 15.2 an (2 x 6 in) stud
framing to aoccmodate more insulation
(Figure 84) .

Additional conservation measures
include the utilization of insulated
doors and nulti-pane windows. General.,

overhead lighting fixtures are being
replaced by task lighting.
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Many factors are taken into considera-
tion, including the orientation of the
house, singe of the reef, heiurs of sun-
shine, prevailing winds and site latitude.

Mechanical OCILliplIent should not impose
large loafs on the-Utility system during
peak periods. The selection of oversized
equipment should be avoided. In camercial
buildings, the most significant features
include the use of insulation, Emm
fenestration controT-ori"---entilation

o 1 A-r-of the
building, anti exposed arfaci area.

It has been proven that construction
costs do not have to be greatly affected
in either residential or ccavercial
buildings in order to save energy. An
ample of this fact in caamercial
buildings is in the General Service
Administration Buildin; in Net England.
Energy usage is cut between 30-50% by the
use of good design. The price cease to
$50.10 per square foot in caaparison with
the average cost of $50.00 per square
foot for similar construction in that
area.

3. EFTECI CF Mtn= USE)

In order to conserve energy in
buildings, the principle is to reduce
heat transfer through the outer structure
of the house. Same building materials
allow more heat transfer than others.
Ibr ample, just as much heat will be
lost, or gained, through the same area
of 20.3 an (8 in) of concrete block as
through 1.9 an (3/4 in) of mod and mare
through a single window pane (Figure 85).

You should consider using combinations
of construction materials that will. allow

the least heat transfer. Table VI gives
the relative heat transfer resistance of
several canton building materials.

As to combinations of these, caacere
the total resistance to heat transfer of
the two will ccepositions in Table VII.
Note that neither well has insulation.
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EQUAL ENERGY FLOW

4 Elmm
(3/16m)

41--"
1 9cm
(3/4in)

GLASS

WOOD

CONCRETE

FIGURE 85. Heat loss varies through

different materials.

4. aner OF INSULATIOt4

The type, moist and the way insulation
is installed are all important in reducing
heat transfer in and out of buildings.
For exanple, you may have 15.2 an (6 in)
of insulation in your attic but have more
energy loss than your neighbor whose
house has the scone amount (Figure EC.
The reason is that different types of
insulation have different insulation
values. Another reason is that one
house may have all the cracks and crevices
covered while the other may not.

You learned from the last section the
importance of selecting materials. Note
the value of insulation in Table VIII as
to resistance to heat transfer.
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TABLE VI. resterare MAT RCN CIF SE
03MM BL DU WIWI=

Type and Material
Pasistance
to Beat

Flow (R)*

BUILDING BOARD

(cm) (in) m2 °C
1.1t2op

W Btu

Wpm 0.95 3/$ 0.06 0.32
1.30 1/2 0.08 0.45

Plywood 0.64 1/4 0.05 0.31
0.95 3/B 0.08 0.47
1.30 1/2 0.11 0.62
1.90 3/4 0.16 0.93

Mbod SUbfloor

mmsom

1.90 3/4 0.17 0.94

Cbncrebe 15.2 6 0.08 0.48
20.3 B 0.11 0.64

Concrete Blocks
3 oval core
sand and gravel 10.2 4 0.13 0.71

20.3 B 0.20 1.11

Cinder 10.2 4 0.20 1.11
20.3 B 0.30 1.72

Cbmmon Brick 10.2 4 0.14 0.80
Face Brick 10.2 4 0.08 0.44

SIDING

Wood shingles 41 16 0.15 0.87

Wood bevel 1.3 x 20.3 1/2 x B 0.14 0.81
Wood plywood 0.95 3/B 0.10 0.59

Altrainian or steel 0.11 0.61

FINISH FLOORING

Tile, asphalt, linoleum,
vinyl, rubber 0.008, 0.05

Hardwood 0.010

FOOFING

Asphalt 0.95 (3 /B) 0.08 0.04

built-up 0.06 0.33

AN/2°C mg (mbers)2°C.f watts

hft2°F, Hairs (feet)20F÷ British thermal units
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MILE VII. CCIPARISON C. RESISTAME V) HEAT
FILM CV WATERIMS AND IVO TYPICAL
ma SlrflaiS

Frame Wall
Resistance

to Heat nag
(R-Value)

xt2°C"ir hft2°F

Obi

Outside fila 24 laikihr (15 rch)
wind, winter

0.03 (0.17)

Siding, wood 1.3 x 20.3 an 0.14 (0.81)
(1/2 x 8 in Lipped)

Sheathing 1.3an (1/2 in) regular 0.23 (1.32)
Inside dead air space 0.16 (0.91)
Gypsum vain board 1.3cm (1/2 in) 0.08 (0.45)
Inside surface (winter) 0.12 (0.68)

Itit.al Resistance 0.76 (3.43)

Mascory wall
Resistance

to Heat ?km
(R-Value)

Outside surface 24 lue/hr (15 aph) 0.03 (0.17)
Face trick 10.2cat (4 in) 0.08 (0.44)
Cement !tartar 1.3on (1/2 in) 0.02 (0.10)
Cinder b/ock 20.3cm (8 in) 0.30 (1.72)
Mr space 1.4cm (3/4 in) 0.23 (1.28)
%Tem board 1.3cm (1/2 in) 0.08 (0.45)
Inside surface 0.12 (0.68)

Total Resistance 0.86 (4.84)
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TAM VIII. IMISMIC8 10 HEAT PIM CE Sae
ateCti /NSUIATICal WERT=

%fps of Insulation
Resistance

to Heat Plots
(R-lAtlue)

m2°C h.ft2°F

Blanket and Batt: 5.1-6.9 an (2-2 3/4 in) 1.23 (7.00)
(fiberglass) 7.6 -8.9 an (3-3 1/2 in) 1.94 (11.00)

13.3 -16.5 an (5'1/4-6 1/2 in) 3.35 (19.00)

Loose Pill:

Cellulose, per 2.54 an (in) 0.65 (3.70)

Sawdust, per 2.54 an (in) 0.39 (2.22)

Perlite, per 2.54 an (in) 0.48 (2.70)

Mineral fiber (rock, slag, glass)
7.6 an (3 in) 1.58 (9.00)

11.4 an (4 1/2 in) 2.29 (13.00)

16.5 an (6 1/2 in) 3.35 (19.00)

19.1 an (7 1/2 in) 2.23 (24.00)

Vermiculite, per 2.54 an (in) 0.39 (2.20)
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FIGURE 86. Two buildings with the same type and thickness of insulation may
not have the same energy efficiency.

All types of insulation work on the
principle that air is trapped in the
spaces between particles or layers of a
material. Trapped air is a poor hest
conductor. Sate insulators combine
alaninte boil as a reflector with other
insulating material. Aluminum foil
reflects heat.

Insulation is available in a variety
of forms, sizes and thicknesses. loose-
fill is one of the few types of insulation
that can be used to insulate the sells of
an existing building without moving
the wallboard or plaster (Figure 87).

loose-fill insulation =insists of
mall particles of mineral wool, wood
fibers, or vermiculite. This material
can be poured from bags between ceiling
joists in an attic, but in tells of
existing houses special equipment is
required to blow the insulation into the
crevices. Adding' proper amounts of
loose- fill insulation to an uninsulated
structure can easily reduce energy
conception by one-half.
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FIGURE 87. Loose-fill insulation may be
blown in.



INSULATING PANELS

FIGURE 88. Styrofoam and compressed
organic fibers come in rigid sheets.

Insulating panels of styrofoam, poly-
urethane and ccnicessed organic fibers
are effective materials when placed in

proper locations in buildings (Figure 88).
These panels are commonly used on flat
roof decks being put in place before the
final roofing.

They may also be added to the outside

Flexible insulation is available in
blankets and batts. These, too, may be
of mineral wool, wood fibers, or fiber-
glass and care in varying thicknesses

(Figure 89). Standard widths are 41 and
81 cm (16 and 24 in) . Batt insulation
is installed between exterior well studs
and ceiling joists in residences during
construction.

S. EFFECT Cr VAPOR MRIU:ERS

As term air asses in contact with a
o*.ler surface, each as tells and winrbw
panes, water vapor in the air COa:lenses

on the cooler surface. *en insulation
is used in wells and ceilings, moisture
can condense on the inside surface of
the insulation if an Octratie temperature
difference exists between the room and
the outside. If this moisture works its
toy to the insulation, the insulation
teams a cooductor of heat and loses

G6

such of its value. lb prevent the
passage of moisture from the interior
of the races to the insulation, a vapor
barrier is desirable. This vapor
barrier is sus ply a layer of non-porous
paper, plastic, or aluminum foil on the
inside surface of the insulating material

(Figure 90). Should aoisture collect an
the vapor barrier, it carrot peas through
to the insulation and it eventually
evaporates into the room. Thus the insula-
tion in the well remains dry and effective.

FIGURE 89. Insulation batts or fiber-
glass.

MOISTURE
CONDENSES
INT
WATER

NO VAPOR
BARRIER

1 WARM MOIST
J AIR

COLD SIDE

14

WARM SIDE

VAPOR BARRIER

WARM MOIST AIR

FIGURE 90. A vapor barrier is used to
prevent condensation of water on the
cool side of your house.
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AIR INFILTRATION

ye

FIGURE 91. Much heat loss and gain in
buildings is through air infiltration.

6. EFFECT CEP WEATHERSTRIPPING AID CAW=

Air infiltration is a robber of energy
in buildings. lb matter hew each Insula-
tion you have, if there are cracks *ere
cold air can get in, you are going to lose
heat (Figure 91).

7. Erna Qr W1ND:WS ALM COORS

Glass is a For imaator. lb the
more wincbws anal doors you have, the more
heat loss you can sect. Fbr ample,
a house with several (shaded) windows
will lose Imre energy than one with a few
(Figure 92). Windows MAY be used to an
advantage for heat gain if placed on the
south side.

;gimbals and doors are installed to
fit loosely Enough so that they rely be
opened and shut with little effort.
Therefore, there is always a crack arourrl
each window and door through which heat
can escape and cold air can blow in.
Even if a building is thoroughly insu
lated and furnished with storm windows
and doors, the cracks and openings can
add up to a large source of heat loss.
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FIGURE 92. Windows have very little

resistance to heat flow.

Cold window panes create a draft.
' e air is cooled by the cold window
pane and the colder air sinks toward
the floor, allowing the termer air to
rove toward the wi=dow where it is then
cooled. This cooled air also Doves
toward the floor causing a constant air
notion way from the window, at floor
level, and touerd the window in the
upper half of the roam. A draft comes
fan the window and is smsetimes confused
with a draft blowing through a crack in
the frame or between the window sash.
Actually this *draft,' or air motion,
rorgally occurs although the cracks are
sealed.



FIGURE 93. Storm windows or multi -pane windows save energy.

Storm windows or multi -pens windows
help to eliminate this problem (Figure
93). They provide for air specie rich
is resistant to conductive heat flog
between two or three panes of glass.

8. EST= ar MC= MENDS

The amount of enema used is directly
relate, to the size of the house (Figure
94). You should consider heating and
cooling only part of your hone if it is
very large.

LARGE HOUSE SMALL HOUSE

FIGURE 94. A large building will naturally use more energy than a small building.
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HIGH RETURN
REGISTER

SUPPLY RE ISTERS

BONNET

DAMPER

SMOKE

CONTROLLED
FRESH-AIR SUPPLY BURNER/BOILER

FIGURE 95. Forced air system.

All heating systems burn fuel/ but
sane are more efficient than others.
There is a difference in efficiency
of equipment in some systems. But the
main consideration is the cost of fuel,
which may vary with your locality,

Heating systems generally used are
as follows:

- Forced air (Figure 95).

RADIANT
CEILING
CABLES

THERMOSTAT

FIGURE 97. Electric radiant system,

- Hot meter (hydronic) (Figure 96).

- Electric radiant (Figure 97).

- Electric resistance (Figure M.

- Heat pump (Figure 99).

- Fireplace (Figure 100).

- Stove (Figure 100).

,,

,,

o

MAIN SUPPLY PIPE

-r--

I Vio

6111.1414111111111-1".411'ql 11111114111'11billib'.414111'

I ki
I "I: :10

401` 0141

4I%01% 0 /0X11
4101 4404104 tr ° HOT WATER

(HYDRONIC) SYSTEM

FIGURE 96. Hvt water (hydronic) system.
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-isRESISTANCE
ELEMENT

FIGURE 98. Electric resistance system.
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FIGURE 99. Heat pump.
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FIGURE 100. Fireplace and stove.
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9. RIME OF AIR OXVITIONING

If you live in a temperate zone,
you can expect to use about as much
energy to cool your house as you do to
It it (Figure 101) . Here you are
trying to prevent heat on the outside
frail becoming equal to the toperature
on the inside.

The same insulation is required.
Bat direct sun light should be shaded
frost/1301ms.

33°C 195°F)
OUTSIDE

26°C (80°F)
INSIDE

FIGURE 101. In some areas, it takes as
much energy to cool a house in summer
as to heat it in winter.

More and wore, Americans are regarding
air ccnditioning as a necessity, rather
than a luxury. Dien though air cooling
is only 3% of the total national energy
consumption, in the hot ronths it rises
to about 42% of total energy =gumption.

10. EFFIE? OF VENTILATION METHOD

A certain amount of ventilation is
required in a home. One reason is for

comfort. Another is for cooling in
summer. Particularly the attic should
have an air exchange (Figure 102).
Temperatures in attics may get as high
as 60°C (140°F).

11. Ni E MIMS OF HEWING Arm mourn

Passive solar systems are helping to
reduce energy consumption.
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FIGURE 102. Attic cooling vents will
save energy in summer.

12. EPP= OF LIGifING

Met of the energy used by lighting
is in the form of heat. Since lights
do supply some heat during winter, it is
pot so lapartant to turn them off. But
in summer, heat from lights works against
the air conditioning system.

Toucan save energy by planning your
lighting so that it is the most efficient
(Figure 103) . Fluorescent lights give
more light for energy used than incandem
cent lights.

40 WATT
INCANDESCENT

BULB

40 WATT
FLUORESCENT

BULB

INCANDESCENT BULB GIVES ABOUT 1/3
AS MUCH LIGHT AS FWORESCENT BULB
WITH THE SAME AMOUNT OF ENERGY

FIGURE 103. Plan an efficient lighting
system to save energy.



13. EFFECT OF` rats=
taurbilv can be designed to save

energy. Dripping faucets lose energy,
especially hot water faucets. It is
usually not cost effective, hasever, to
insulate residential pipes.

A eater heater located inside the
living area will help heat the be
but will work against the air conditioning
in summer (Figure 104). In any case, the
later heater should be well-insulated.

*en adding insulation to gas heaters,
be sure to provide: for air to the burner.

14. ERE0M-EFFICIEWE APP'LlANCES

14x:h egahasis is new being placed an
the operating efficiency of appliances.
Men purchasing new appliances, you
should =Fere efficiencies.

74')

VINYL
OUTER LAYER

4.8cm OM)
FIBER GLASS
INSULATION

FIGURE 104. Water heaters should be
well-insulated.
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D. General Recommendations for Energy Efficiency in Residences

FIGURE 105. Winter degree days for different

General recommendations for improving
the energy efficiency in your home are
as follows:

1. Caulk all cracks and joists.

2. Weatherstrip all doors and windows.

3. Insulate heating and ventilating
pipes and ducts if they are in
unconditioned space.

Use Ft2 for pipes and R4 for ducts.

4. Provide outside combustion air to
all fossil fuel burners.

This includes wood stoves and fire-
places

5. Fit fireplaces with a glass-front
seal.
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ceographic locations.

6. Use only high-efficient heating,
air conditioning and appliances.
Heating systems should not be
designed for greater than 15%
oversize. EER ratings should be
8 or Wove.

7. Find winter degree days for your
locality (Figure 105).

Rot more specific information,
contact. your Energy Octension
Office.

8. Select type of heating fuel you
are using in column 2, Table IX.

9. Find R-value recommended for
ceilings, sells and floors for
your type of windows and doors.

10. Fbllow procedures in Parts Two
and Three for computing more
accurately the heat loss and
gain and selecting and installing
materials.



=RE IX. GENERAL R300144EIDATIONS FOR ENERGY EFFICIENCY IN BUIWINGS (MD, 1978)

Winter Heating
Degree Days °F Fuel

0 - 1000

1001 - 2500

2501 - 4500

4501 - 7000

7001 or :Tore

Fb

Ceilings*
R-Value

SI US

Walls*
R-Value

SI US

Floors Over
Unheated
Vag*
R-Value

SI US

Electricity 3.3 (19) 1.9 (11a) 1.9 (11)

Fbundation
4ialls of

Heated Spaces*
R-Value

SI US

.1

or Heat
3.3 (19) 1.9

Electricity 3.9 (22)

or Heat Pomp
3.3 (19)

Electricity 5.3 (30)

P388
3.9 (22)

or Heat Reap

Electricity 5.3 (30)

Ross].
5.3 (30)

CT Heat Ray

i.9 (11 )

2.3 (13)

(Li.a)
01

2.3 (130) 2.3 (13)

.1 IEM

2.3 (130) 3.3 (19) 1.2

3.3 (19) 1.2

Electricity 7.0 (38) 2.3 (13) 3.3 (19) 1.2

MP.

41M

(7)

2.3 (130) 2.3 (13) 1.2 (7)

(7)

2.3 (13) 2.3 (13) 1.2 (7)

(7)

Fossil Fuel
or Heat Pup 5.3 (30) 2.3 (13) 3.3 (19) 1.2 (7)

Layers of
Glazing:

Winlows and
Glass Doors

Storm Door
or

Ihernel Door

1

1

2

1

2

1

13

No

No

No

No

Nod

No

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

bRecoarend.ed only when wall covering is removed and an adequate vapor barrier is installed.
Insulating frames should also be provided if replacement sashes are installed.
c
Storm or dermal door is recommended if the primary door is hollouvore or over 25% glass.

*SI - R 14"C-Tr-; US R = h.ft2°F
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IV. Care and Maintenance of
Energy-Efficient Buildings

Buildings are designed, built and
maintained by people. Itur design leads
to poor use of materials. Itor construc-
tion leads to high maintenance costs.
From beginning to end, buildings require
energy energy we pay for.

An energy-efficient building must be
built that way or renovated. To remain
energy efficient, it must be maintained
properly. The custodian or building
engineer tries to maintain a building
for the users. !bower, all building
users should help to "maintain" the space
they use. In addition to your home, if
you consider all the buildings you use in

a year, you will soon realize your
responsibility for helping to save
energy and maintain these buildings.

Foliating are acme hints for main-
taining energy-efficient buildings. We
will start with the maintenance of a
home and then consider the important
factors in the maintenance of public
buildings. They are discussed under the
following headings:

A. Maintaining an Energy-Efficient
Mae.

B. Maintaining an Eriergy-Efficient
Public Building.

A. Maintaining an Energy-Efficient Home

The key to year 'round canfort is a
tune kept in good condition. Energy
bills and maintenance costs will be much
lower if a trine is checked both in the
fall and wing. During these seasons
you can open doors and windows without
heat loss or gain and service heating
and cooling systems winch are not being
operated.. Outdcor repairs are also
easier at these times of the year. Lists
are given under the following headings:

1. Pail Check List.
2. Spring Check List.

1. FALL CHECK LISI'

1. Check insulation wherever posaible
unfinished- crawl spaces or attics.

Check thickness and condition.
Damp insulation should lead you
to discover the source of the
problem. Make necessary improve-
ments.
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2. Look closely at vmatherstrippin5
and caulk]N around all-vEh&ws
and doors.

Repair cracked or separated
caulking and replace worn-out
weatherstripping.

3. Clean and repair windows.

Check weatherstripping and make
sure windows operate easily.
Check caulking around storms.
Store screens to give maxima
light for the winter.

4. Cover exterior zortion °flour
air conditioner unit-with at
wefif sleeve aiming the
pointer.

_ _ _

5. Clean all gutters and drain pies.



6. Service heatir9 systems and heat
EVME.

Change filters, vacuun ducts and
registers or radiators, and have
service person do annual
maintenance an burner units.
Have chutneys cleaned.

7. Drain ei few pails of water from
tom. eTot tater heater to remove
seciTunnt.

Extensive draining to clear the
water may suggest rust: problans
or other deterioration.

8. Check and clean turner units on
got water waters.

9. Replace washers on leaky faucets.

10. Check caulking around outside
faucets and drain tlien so that
Mimter urin't freeze.

11. Check roofs for leaks.

Use unfinished attic and/or damp
insulation as a way to detect
leaks. Replace any damaged tiles
or roofing materials. With a
finished attic, you can check
from the outside.

12. Clean all lighting fixtures.

13. Check house siding for holes or
cracks.

Fill with caulking.

14. Check and clean your humidifier as
recomended by the nenufacturer s
instructions.

15. Check firylace do er to make
sure it closes ti9

Have chimney cleaned.

16. Check insulation on eipes passing
through unheated areas.
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17. Store carlvto
unnecesear.

18. Clean erator and freezer
co s.

19. Determine if off-peak-hour use of
electricity is on proper schedule.

2. SPRING CHECK LIST

1. Check for winter damage to windows
and doors.

Caulk, weatherstrip and refinish
if necessary. Check and replace
screens. Store storms.

2. Check attic for any ventilation
Pthb71-Ins-

Clean the attic to control dust
and dirt circulation. Clean
vents if necessary and check for
insect nests. Power vents should
be cleaned according to 1111111.1-
facturer's instructions.

3. Check outside of house for
cracks,-oelin9 Feint and other
damage.

Schedule necessary painting.

4. Clean drapes and blinds and Hake
sire the are in wood %pricing

coreAtion.

5. Reinstall sinner awnings.

Check and repair.

6. Remove winter cover from air
conationer.

Clean or replace filter.

7. Switch off pilot light for was
or oil heat.

Have service person do this if
remote switch is not in use.
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8. Clean dryer vent.

Install one if this has not been
done.

9. Check off-peak-hour schedule for
use of electricity.

10. Check and clean stove hood and
room fans.

11. Turn thermostats on heatina
systems to lowest Eosition or
l'off"

12. Check seals on refrigerators aryl
freezer& and clean refrigerator

_

13. Clean fireplace.

With a screened chimney, the
damper may be left open for
better ventilation.

14. Check lardscap to determine
if additional Viruke
or trees will R for shade or
ale wind barrier.

15. Check basement.

If basement is dam or moisture
shows on walls, randy the situa-
tion with a dehumidifier or
special paint.

16. Put dehumidifier into service
c
instructions.

17. Check plumbing and make rekairs.

acturer

B. Maintaining an Energy-Efficient Public Building

The diverse nature of commercial,
institutional and industrial buildings
makes it difficult to prescribe specific
maintenance procedures to fit all situa-
.t ions. We are assuming that the building
has been made energy-efficient. Primarily,
this term refers to the say in which a
building shell has been designed and
constructed. Secondly, it refers to the
selection of equitment needed to provide
heat, air conditioning, light, water and
other services. It also includes site
development and landscaping. Energy-saving
ideas for designing and constructing a
building shell are given in the following
suanary.

Suggestions for selecting energy-
efficient equipment to service a building
were given in previous chapters. Nav let
us look at ways in which a maintenance
program can be developed which will effect
minhnun costs and obtain maximum service
and comfort for its users.
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1. Establish a cooperative planning

5E2ME.

It should be representative of all
personnel 'who have the responsibility
for determining and scheduling the
building's functions and use.

2. Establish a co mamication

Management should readily express
its plan for the building's opera-
tion by which employees and other
public users can feed back ideas or
complaints.

3. Develop a training pa:Ivrea.

Maintenance personnel should be
introduced to the need and proce-
dures required for energy conserva-
tion. This should be a continuous
process to allow for ease in
instituting new methods.
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4. Devetc a nLintenanze schedule.

It should be inclusive of all
aspects of the service equipment,
building Shell and landscaping.

5. Mitch training and skills of main-
tenance personnel with tie required
tasks.

Place one person in charge of each
of the categories indicated in
Muter 4.

6. Use the information from the chapters
and categbries in this bodk.

Develop detailed plans and proce-
dures for the care and maintenance
of the building in question.
Building management and custodial
personnel have this responsibility.

7. UsLuTineering and other !Ally
consultants.

Get help to solve problems peculiar
to the building in question.

B. Kreaords of the cost benefits
fray tar ebercji -coniier-

vation efforts.

Publish summaries of these results
in annual reports, local newspapers
and national trade journals.

9. school and cconunity efforts
to eve conservation

ts.

Public users and employees of any
establishment can attribute
greatly to the maintenance or
deterioration of an energy-saving

Program.

10. Spread the word.

Your energy-efficient building and
program should be publicised through
public talks, conventions and
associations.
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V. Developing Energy-Saving Habits

You have been considering one of the
most difficult problems facing our nation
energy consurption. Demand for energy
is becoming greater than U. S. sources
and those of the world.

Certainly, alternative energy sources
must be found. Conservation is the most
immediate source of energy we can tap.
It will not be easy to develop energy
saving habits because it will mean a new
lifestyle for most people--especially
for those who presently consume the most.

If you apply the information in this
course, you will have the basis for our
neurenergy-saving habits. This section
simply lists a few of the various
techniques for saving energy in two
main areas:

A. Practicing Energy-Saving Tech-
niques in the }One.

B. Practicing Energy-Saving Tech-
niques at School or in Other
Buildires.

The foliating tips for conserving
energy at home are in most cases an
easy and effective place to start.
Each member of the hotly will m doubt
take responsibility for particular
tasks and perhaps develop new conserva-
tion methods.

Suggestions are given under the
following headings:

1. Resting.
2. Air Conditioning.
3. Lighting.
4. Refrigerators and Freezers.
S. Dishwashers.
6. Ovens and Stoves.
7. Clothes Washers and Dryers.

A. Practicing Energy- Saving Techniques in the Home

1. frPATING
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1. Keep all parts of the heating
system clean.

This includes filters, ducts,
vents, blower fan and thermostat.

2. Be sure thermostat is placed
Wheri it will not be affected by
cold drafts or heat-producis
sources such as AI's or lass.

3. Turn the thermostat to its lowest
settings when gone for-nore than
Taiy.

Shut heating system off cumpletely
in warmer seasons.

t

4. Lower the thermostat to 20°C (68 °F)
for the day, and 16°C (604) fak
the night (10 p.m. tori7i77--

Fran a 22°C (72 °F1 reference
setting, this could save as much
as 20% on winter heating in
Minneapolis and 48% in Atlanta.

5. Use an electric blanket at night.

Set the thermostat at 16°C (60 °F).
This is much cheaper than manning
the heating system at daytime
temperatures.



6. Set the theorostat no higher than
the desired ture toilet a
room

It may be forgotten and overheat
your home.

7. Use drapes or insulated shades
to avoi1 heat loss through wirdays.

8. Heat onl those roams you use

Close doors to unheated rooms.

9. Use a f sparingly unless
its has been recently
bersoved.

Close demimr when fireplace is
rot in use --varm air can be
sucked up the chimney.

10. Mintain proper humidity in a
house.

Dry air feels cooler than the
actual temperature setting.

U. Kee" heatiN vents free from
obstructions.

Move such obstructions as drapes,
furniture, shelves or radiator
comers.

12. Check out heat-saving gadgets.

They may Improve your heating
system, so make sure they can
be operated safely and comply
with all local building codes.

2. AIR CakKorrictflt43

1. Use a ceiling mounted fan and a
well-ventilated attic.

It will draw cooler evening air
through windows and exhaust hot
air as a method for reducing
cooling costs.
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2. Adjust roam air amditioner vents

This position allows for the best
circulation and cooling of the
warm air near the ceiling.

3. Close heating system reg_isters
when using a room air conditioner.

This practice will prevent cool
air loss through keens* ducts.

4. Avoid unnecesse== it
gives off heat
cooling.

S. Use shades and &spas to keep out
solar radiation ana retain the
cooled- air.

6. Keep windows closed and use doors
sparingly.

7. Use attic ventilation to
remove heat which filter
down and wino the rams be/ow.

8. Keep such devices as lams and
hot2lates any from the air
conditioner.

9. KeiN the outside Portion of the
air corditioner unit free from
direct sunlight leiaves, etc.

Use a fence or shrubs to provide
shade. Mount on north side of
house when possible.

10. Keg" indoor cooling vents free
from arniture and drapes.

11. Use kitchen and badman vents
only long *ots-h to remove excess
moisture and Wows.

Prolonged operation removes
cooled air.

12. Use a timer to turn on air
conditioner otiortlz before
returning ixene frau work to
avoid unneoissag czoliiiq during
the day.
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13. 'barn off air conditioner when
you are gone for several days.

14. Set air-oorditionirg thermostats
no lower than 78°F.

A 78-degree setting versus a 72-
degree setting could lower cooling
cost by over 40%.

3. LIGHTING

1. Make the best use of natural
iigltirlg.

Place desks and other work areas
near windows. Skylights can
serve the same function as
windows.

2. Li trot- colored int on walls and
s and

Mull reflect avai 1 for
Letter lighting efficiency.

3. Avoid excessive lighting.

Use light fixtures which direct
light exactly, where you need it
track lights, spot lights,
lancein preference to general
ceiling lights.

4. Use fluorescent and RID Lames
wherever practical iii hails,
bat/a, kitchen °punters.

S. Install dinner switches and
three-wolf bulbs t6 anew for
loner intensity when desired.

6. Replace darkened bulbs as they
give off less lit

Use then in garages and base-

7. Dust light fixtures regularly.

8. Turnoff incandescent li. hts
you eave a roum, even if

only fix -a few ininutes.

Fluorescent lights can be left
on if you will return to the
area within 1S minutes.
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9. Use automatic switches or red
Pilot 119ht-s for basements,-
gmes aid closets.

They will make sure that lights
are shut off.

10. Securit7 outdoors or
irdoors be aitreatically
controlled by plotoeleoix- ic---delle

or crock timers 1;6 save "sop
ck_ar......12.1.-

11. Select 1 and fixtures which
VO

at asloalcoks.

4. REFRICZPATORS AND FREEZERS

1. Usreoscold.c
to id:acres&

2. Plan to take out as manyitens
at one time as You can.

3. Defrost rorr-frostfree :Was
entex411 to avoid exansive

which-cari act as an

1IMME1111111MMM,

4. Keeg freezers and freezer coart-
rents filled to apreveirt extra

wexm

Place water-filled milk cartons
in empty spaces.

S. Leave air space between items in
reErizeratix to elk* Tok: free

caw/ration.

Use to capacity, however, and
don't block air vents.

6. Use the power-saver or eponmnizer,
Trtheunitisso%dined.

7. AAmoidmOrroisbas_........mat
cover

?bisture causes the unit to work
harder.



8. Ibt dishes should cool to roan
temperature if jos-sible before
being aired in ref rigerator .

9. Older refrigerators are less
efficient.

Use then as backup units only
when needed.

10. Freeze only 2-3 pounds per cubic,
foot of zapacir at One time to
avoid prolonged bp-e:atioii.

5. DISMISIERS

I. Wash only full loads.

2. Prerinse dishes when they are to
be left di-sh-wailbek is full.

3. Use hot water no higher than 150°F.

4. Follow the manufacturer's directions
for loadins so tifat- soil. parts
Zace the washirk action.

5. Measure detergents properly.

6. Allow dishes to air d when
possible.

Most units now have a convenient
selector button for this.

6. OVENS AM STOVFS

1. Use as small amount of water as
is necessary.

Snell amounts heat more quickly.
Use a steamer rack.

2. Make sure the pan fits the size
of the bores -.
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A small pan should be used on a
small element. It may be possible
to adjust the element setting or
gas flame to fit the pot size you
are using.

3. Boil seater in a covered pot.

This provides a 20% savings since
it boils faster.

4. Use thawed or partially thawed
food-.

It cooks sooner.

5. Bake as many. items at one time
as zou can.

6. Clean pans.

Diity, dull pans won't be as
efficient to cook in as clean,
shiny ones-especially in
electric cooking.

7. Use stove-top elements to cook
foods which cook iii a- an:Ire-time

and the oven for foods which take
a long time.-

An electric range uses 1.5 kilo-
setts per hour and an oven uses
5 kilowatts per hour.

8. When 000kingc bring water to a
wick boil and then turn down to

lowest settingneeded.

9. Use a microwave oven whenever
Fossil:Tel if ytril hivi one.

10. Do not pre-heat the teoiler or
the oven unless absolutely
necessary.

11. Use a lower erature (usuall
you use a 9 ass

or ceramic dish.
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12. Do not use_your range or oven to
heat -The kitchen.

13. If you use a self-cleanini oven,
activate it right after you have
been bakil` xj.

14. Use the smiler of two ovens
whenever possible in a double
oven unit.

15. Use . stainless steel and
cast pots.

They require lower temperature
settings than does aluminum.

16. If rou have a pressure cooker,
use It whenever possible.

It saves time and energy.

17. Turn off an electric
Rnutes of tine.

The food will continue to cook
as the unit cools.

18. Use smaller cooking appliances
such as toaster-oven, crockpot,
electric frying pan.

They =sure less energy than a
range for many cooking tasks.

19. Keep reflector pans under surface
units on your electric
cleantrovetheirreafigi.

20. Whenever possible, keep the oven
door closed- while baking.

As much as 20% of the heat can
be lost with one opening.

21. Do not use aluminum foil to line
your oven unless manufacturer's
instructions permit it.

Reduced circulation and efficiency
can result.
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7. CICIIES WASHERS AM DRYERS

1. Use the least mount of water
for the washing job fci be done.

Water-level controls are avail-
able on many machines.

2. Do rot overload your washer.

If you do, the machine has to
ovemcrk and will rot operate
efficiently.

3. Use uarm or cold water Whenever
possible.

4. Clean the lint filter after each

5. Bart clothes by color and fabric.

Nash similar itenv3 together.
You will save on hot water and
electricity.

6. Take care in the account of deter-
gent yciu use.

Too much can over your machine.

7. Try to run the
you have full

only when

8. Do rot overdry the clotheia.

This wastes energy, causes
wrinkles in clothes, acrd fabrics
may even wear out sooner.

9. If your dryer has a heat-ssensin9
control or timer,- be surelii use

10. Run dryin3 loads of similar
fabrics.

Same fabrics require a shorter
drying period than others.



11. Dg clothes in
to retain heat
the next.

12. Clean the lint
load..

Consecutive loads
fran one load to

filter after each

13. If clothes must later be
fok ironing, do not ccinpl
dry then in the dryer.

B. Practicing Energy-Saving Techniques
at School or in Other Buildings

Your knowledge and practice of energy
conservation can make a major contribu-
tion to solving our energy problems. The
following tips for saving energy can be
applied in schools and other buildings.
Whatever the method used, it will require
the cooperation of all persons involved.

euggestions are given under the
following headings:

1.

1. General.
2. Heating and cooling.
3. Lighting and Electricity.
4. Building Design and Renovation.
5. Extra Activities.
6. Food Services.

GENERAL

1. Involve evegone at his or her
level.

2. Establish guidelines for energy
Conservation.

Involve everyone aad take in all
facets of an educational program
CT business.

3. Evaluate gresent systems and
methods and re:careen-I short and
long - range changes.

4. Provide a clearinghouse for
information and procedures.

5. Determine energy needs for a
recent specific time:

Use this as a basis for comparison
to project future action.

S5

6. Hake use of surveys which have
been done on energy use.

7. Insure that future building
sans are based on conservation
as well as educational and
aesthetic -features.

8. Remind le that conser-
vation begins in a 1sne on
an individual basis.

9. launch a public relations
gram bo broaden understa
of the situation.

10. Develop a ccogerative effort
schools, business, industry

and tba cainnunity.-

11. Encourage an exchazx of ideas_
from all levels.

12. Teach energy, usage aid conserva-

tion as part of the curriculum
Lcatr .

13. Urge purchase and use of eguj
ment wnicii uses energy no

14. Consider alternatives to the
traditional school year or
working week to hake optimum
use of non-energroonsutetiye
months and pace available.
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2. HEATIIC AND cooLING

1. Review school calendar.

Eicterl school days in the time
frames which require the minimum
use of heating fuels as related
to heating degree days.

2. Establish a standard thermostat
settir9 that will rot interfere
with learning or tc4rkiw
situations.

3. Provide for an individual therm-
sat in each roan or work area
so as bo- efficiently -contra-
tenperatuIe.

4. Reduce to a minimum the heat in
auditoritins arid -Otis.

-

5. Check roan partitionin; so that
intake and outlet air flow is
rot restricted.

6. Reduce temperatures after regular
provaMS or workhoufeC

7. Curtail work activities bexond
normal el-chooldax.

8. Consolidate work areas.

9. Consolidate essential after-
hour programs.

10. Clean all air intake filters
periodically and a-servib-e-

11. Insure boiler efficiency by
gamic cleaning abkpropfx
water treatment to ..__event

_

12. Insure burner efficiency by
prioLoer mechanical operation,
proper fuel and air mixture
(best iodic
cleaning.
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13. Check stack temperatures to
preclude the loss of heat in
the ca"kusti9-!' process.

14. Insure that all valves in the
heating system tanetion_ixopery,
and-check for leas inIth!

sysbaii.

15. Insure that all vacuan and

function grokerly.

16. Balance heating and air condi-
tioninq suntans to minimize lot

17. Invfasttiate eeffici
as part of the criteriaiei
purchasing heating or -cioolirg

equipment.

18. Schedule all mee9s
Tor one buildins at ccitiori times.

19. Replace older non-efficient
heat-Eralucini aeqtrical- devices
with new solid-state (oboler)
crevices.

20. Provide facilities of a size
aggro late to the needs of
a voup.

21. Investigate the use of dimmer
switches for regulation of
lights in areas not ocomority
used-.

22. Lower ceilinrisi where possible,
to recluse or. hea .

23. Draw shades and curtains at
njght Ito ret-an neat.--

24. Check and refurbish insulation
and Itmatherstrppi61.

25. Keg windows and doors closed
to retain heat;



26. Turn off heat in stairways and

3. LIGIfIING AM ELECTRICITY

1. Replace older incandescent
(heat-ixducin3)110ting
szstemd with fluorescent (000 er )
systems or 114301 lamps.

2. Minimize the lenzt:h of time
artificial light is used.

Use windows and skylights to
good advantage.

3. Shut off banks of light nearest
natural lAght sources when nbt

4. Consider fewer bulbs with higher

ntq:12MPIEJAt12212411=41511s1
arrangement.

5. Develop specifications for elec-
trical equinment which emphasize
minimal energzuse.

6. Operate every other fluorescent
thbe in a bar* of fluorescent

7. Investigate new lighting systems
(botheaectridal and natural)-- for

to"-S---a71---isrk:oronintopresent
buildings.

8. Keep fluorescent tubes clean.

The dirt they attract will reduce
lighting efficiency.

9. Shutoff lights when not in use.

10. Schedule large power-consuming

11. Schedule cleaning for daylight
hours whenever possible.

At night, use lights only in
the roans being cleaned.

12. Investigate the use of timers
on electrical devices-.

13. Regulate and reduce the use of
non - essential appliances.-

14. Use paints which reflect light
withyksaard.

4. BUILDING DESIGN AND RENOVATION

1. Consider energy as important in
desigriaS educational function.
and aeSthdeli features.'

2. Modify existing buildings in
well7plahhedjkasei.

3. Utilize a variety of consultants
in all *annix4Lgrcipi.

4. Plan alternate lighting systems
with a reexaminatibh-ofre661Mhended

5. Review present methods of insulating
buildings.

6. Install storm windows or insulated
glass.

7. Examine and repair weather-
striming.

8. Select heating and air condi-
tioning units which are most
efficient.

9. Air conditioning systems for
short term use max be unnecessary.

10. landscape for minimal enerly use
in upkeep and maximum protection
of building. fitiritiesther.-----

11. Position classrooms and offices
for Minimum exposure to wind,
direct sunlightoixl-noise.

12. Minimize glass area.
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13. Consider lower ceilings.

14. ltplace inefficient older equip-
ment with new equipment.

15. Plan to reuse waste heat when
Eoesible.

16. Plan a light efficient and
comfortable decorating scheme.

5. =RA ACTIVITIES

1. Centralize necessary evening
classes.

2. Eliminate non-essential evening
classes.

3. Reschedule as Imaily club and
activity groups durin, a

and

per of the regular day
schedule or just after school.

4. Review athletic schedules to
keep activities within a certain
millwe range.

5. Reschedule night Fames to after-
noons.

6. Use smaller vehicles for driver
education classes.

7. Schedule athletic or other after-
school activities sinailbimajusly.

6. }WD SERVICES

1. -Centralize food krearation.

2. Route service vehicles efficiently.

3. Enplox faster coo methods
pressure by:kin/ M microave.

4. Use cold water when possible for
lashing.

5. lace inefficient obsolete
equipnent.
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6. Enploy menus that reduce the
amount of cook:uv necessarir.

7. Use as Tony annual devices
(can openers) as practicable.

8. Defrost refrigerators nr7tually.

9. Minimize snacks and snack time.

10. Plan baking_to use ovens to
capacity and- efficiency.

U. Encourage use of cold lunches.

12. Check cleanliness of refri.gera-
tion coil and other factors
which use -extra energy.

13. Use prepared foods unless the
cost is vohibitive.

3.4. Minimize tenperature on steam
tables and varming ovens.

15. Thaw frozen foods before cooking.
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